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The Amperstand Guitar Cradle transforms any amplifier or tabletop into the perfect place to 
set your guitar down without fear that it will fall. The bottom of the Amperstand Cradle is 
covered in a mircosuction material that will safely grip just about any surface, including 
amplifier tolex, creating a secure seal that will hold the cradle in place to give you peace of 
mind. The Amperstand Cradle also provides a classic Fender “ashtray” to conveniently hold 
small items like picks and a capo – or your favorite beverage. The two grooves on the sides 
will hold your guitar cable in place.

This product has been tested with many finishes and no problems have been found. 
Nonetheless, please exercise caution when placing vintage instruments or instruments with 
nitrocellulose finishes on this stand, as sweat and other environmental contaminants can 
produce chemical reactions between the finish and stand components that can be neither 
predicted nor tested. 
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Directions:
•Remove protective film that covers the microsuction material
•Slide vertical face into tray as illustrated
•Clean amp or tabletop with damp cloth and dry
•Align vertical face with amp or tabletop and rock into place
•Push down for 10 seconds
•Lean your guitar against the cradle and you’re all set 

Your Amperstand can be used on various surfaces 
and is easy to move back and forth between multiple 
locations. To remove, grab and peel slowly. 

Note that if the microsuction material loses some of its 
suction, just wipe it with a damp cloth to remove the 
dust and allow to dry and it will be as good as new. 

The Amperstand Guitar Cradle performs best with 
non-offset instruments.
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